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LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT!  Great value (Regular $ 14.97 )  Discover the beauty of the natural

world by coloring over the gray in this great grayscale adult coloring book. 50 New

Flowers,Landscapes and Plants ! 50 design grayscale photographs of beautiful nature - flowers,

trees, fields, sea and mountains. Color over the gray and create natural shading with the light and

dark tones. Apply both light and heavy touches and you will be amazed with the result. With every

move you will explore amazing landscapes with the great variety of shades which will inspire and

calm you down. Provides hours of stress relief and fun expression. The pages include a variety of

delightful illustrations. Color can be therapeutic, and creating beautiful art is a soothing and

stress-relieving activity. Choose any color and complete the stunning illustrations to lift your mood

and focus your mind. Adult Coloring Books:    Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color. 

Adult Coloring Book Designs.  Stress Relief Coloring Book. Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11". 

Single-Sided Pages.  Sit back, relax,Happy Coloring!
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I just finished with this book and I have enjoyed each page of this book! Yes, some pages turned

out better than others. That's because I don't have an artistic bone in my body but, with this book I

actually felt like I could do it! I would recommend this book to all who love flowers and landscapes

and don't be afraid to make mistakes just use them as an advantage so, your picture will be more

natural!



paper too soft and the images smear...

I really wanted to like this coloring book and to be able to recommend it. The price was less than $4

at the time of my purchase. Some of the photos are ok, most I did not like. As a photo it would be

OK but to color there wasn't much to it. My main issue with the book is the tooth of the paper. This

paper had such a rough tooth that it was burning through pencils just laying down a light first layer.

There is no way you are going to get pigment down that far reasonably without some blending

medium so it's going to be scratchy with lots of white showing. There is no way a beginner would

know to do that and they would just end up frustrated. There is about an inch and a half white

border around the pictures, so they are smaller than I would like or expect. They are one sided, non

perforated pages. The page thickness is nice though. I used faber castell and prismacolor pencils

with mineral spirits and blending stomps to move the pigment and was able to get ok results. I did

not try any other blending techniques. It really does just seem like someone took some photos and

made them grayscale without much thought into actual coloring. There are several pictures that im

not really sure what you would do with. Like a tiny lone tree in a plain field. Maybe its just my lack of

imagination, but it seems like a lot of sky, and a lot of grass to color and then one little tree and

done. another like that is a beach with a line of stones. so you have some stones, a TON of sand,

and some areas of a little water on the sand. There are also some somewhat blurry pictures. Maybe

an artist would like this book and would see more potential in it.

This was okay but not great.

My mother lives in an assisted living facility, and coloring has recently become one of their group

activities. I got her a set of quality pencils and this book. She has requested more of these grayscale

books, particularly by this artist, as all of the women in the facility want her to tear out pages for

them to color. She now spends hours happily coloring and proudly shows me her finished works of

art when I visit. This is an excellent adult coloring book for professional looking results.

this is my 2nd purchase of this book. It is a good grayscale coloring book

great book



Wife loves the book
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